
Full-Day My Son Bike Tour from Hoi An

Pedal from Hoi An to My Son Sanctuary on a half-day, small-group bike tour that explores small
villages and rural landscapes. You’ll cover roughly 15.5 miles (25 km.) of quiet paths and
country roads, getting an up-close look at daily life in the Hoi An countryside, then visit the My
Son ruins, a UNESCO World Heritage Site whose temples and towers are surrounded by thick
jungle. To ensure personal service throughout the day, group size is limited to eight people.

Duration: 6h
Start time: Check availability

Itinerary
This is a typical itinerary for this product

Stop At: Grasshopper Active - Hoi An Day Tours by Bike, Hoi An Vietnam

Meet at 7:15am at the Grasshopper Adventures shop at #621 Hai Ba Trung Street. Walk
20m up the small alleyway and you’ll see the shop on your left behind the green gates.
Your guide will fit your bike, give a safety briefing, and provide an overview of the tour.

Duration: 15 minutes

Stop At: Hoi An, Hoi An, Quang Nam Province

Hoi An town: Cycling along small and quiet alleyways we reach the riverfront of the
historic district, long before crowds descend on the city. It’s a great time for photos. Hoi
An Countryside: Crossing the river, we leave the city behind on our way to My Son,
venturing off on to rural pathways accessible only to bikes and motorbikes. It's not long
before we are pedaling through small villages, past family farms and rice fields, greeting
workers along our way. Depending on the season, we pass rice, corn and even sunflower
fields as we explore a very different landscape to that of the city. We'll see hardly any
four- wheeled vehicles as we through a network of shortcuts and connections that only
locals would know. The Cham Ruins of My Son lie ahead.

Duration: 1 hour

Stop At:My Son Sanctuary, Duy Phu Vietnam

After replenishing our energy with a healthy snack of fresh fruit with local coffee or tea,
it is a short transfer to the entrance to this UNESCO World Heritage site. New regulations
require we park our bikes and board electric shuttle vans to the main ruins. The temples
and towers of My Son were built by the Cham people, initially Hindu and later of Muslim
faiths. The Cham Kingdom once dominated the region and was eventually conquered by
the Vietnamese and Khmer. Descendants of the original tribes are now scattered
throughout the region, mostly along inland waterways.



Duration: 1 hour

What's included
● Specially designed GT and Merida bikes for city & countryside riding, all sizes,

helmet and refillable water bottles
● Local English-speaking Vietnamese guide
● Local fresh fruit snacks and refreshing drinks en route
● Delicious Vietnamese sandwich or noodles for lunch
● Drop-off at Hoi An hotels
● Use of bicycle
● Air-conditioned vehicle
● Entry/Admission - My Son Sanctuary

What's not included
● Gratuities (optional) but appreciated
● Hotel pickup not included


